The next issue of The Tech will be the special Class Day number and will appear on June 3. Any man desiring to receive a copy of this issue is requested to leave his subscription book or five cents, together with his name and address, at the Cage for the Business Manager.

As this is the last issue before the final examinations, The Tech takes this occasion to thank the student body for the loyal support which it has shown throughout this year. A newspaper always has to face a problem, which is always unsolvable. What is the correct stand to take on questions which arise daily? If a newspaper, daily or college, seems different from the last to the next, it is because conditions are constantly changing. The Tech has had many problems to solve this year and has probably made some mistakes, but the editors feel gratified to know that in spite of these mistakes they have had the support of the students. The Tech extends its congratulations to the undergraduates who have worked with a hearty success in the Jacobian, and to everyone connected with the Institute for a pleasant vacation.

It is to be deeply regretted that the news concerning the invitation tendered President Wheeler of the University of California to become head of the Institute should have leaked out prematurely. The fears of those who have had knowledge of the invitation, that there will be a repetition of the refusal of Dr. West, for nearly the same reasons, are well founded. It will be remembered that when it was announced that Dean West had been invited to the presidency of the Institute, a great storm of protest from the Princeton men completely turned Fred West from his intention to accept the Institute's call.

is indeed grave danger that the same thing will happen in the present case. President Wheeler has practically built up the University of California and he is regarded with the highest admiration by all Californians. If any great pressure is brought to bear upon President Wheeler, it is more likely that he will decide that his place is with his university, and the Institute will continue in the background, of which it has occupied for the past year for some time to come.